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PACS
As first introduced by Bhandari [4] , geometric phase optical elements (GPOE) that uses GP to modulate the wavefront of the incident beam is a flat diffractive optical element featured by space variant dielectric or absorptive anisotropic structure on the incident surface. Since then, many experimental demonstration of GPOE using subwavelength gratings [5] , metasurfaces based on metallic and dielectric nanoscatterers [6] [7] [8] [9] , liquid crystal (LC) devices with inhomogeneous alignment [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] have been reported. GPOE possesses a unique property for which the GP profile derived from the distribution of spatially variant optics axis, is dependent on the handedness of circular polarization (CP) or photon spin angular momentum (SAM). The specific polarization dependent property of GPOE plays a vital role in the field of classical and quantum optics including the generation of polarization dependent vortex beam for quantum information processing [20] , demonstration of polarization sensitive hologram [21] , and optical phenomenon discovery [16] . Among the aforementioned materials, optical states associated with various diffraction efficiencies (DE) can only be enabled by LC based GPOE using external electric field [22] [23] [24] . LC-GPOE with broad DE modulation range enables switching between diffractive 'off' and 'on' states opening various 'smart' optical signal processing applications [23, 24] .
More recently, chiral-LC (CLC) GPOE has been introduced in Ref. [25] [26] [27] , for which the device comprises of spatially variant optics axis rotated in the perpendicular direction with respect to the device plane, forming a helical structure. When the wavelength of incident light  is within the Bragg regime of the helix with pitch P (rotation of LC director by 2) i.e P  , the device behaves as a CP selective reflective GPOE [25, 26] . While beyond the Bragg regime ( P  ), the GPOE is a transmissive type and with the use of double twisted chiral layers, the device possesses high DE over a broad bandwidth for a designed pitch [27] . Despite of the aforementioned advantages of LC and CLC GPOE, these devices require an external field to sustain their state of operation, leading to high power consumption and susceptibility to electrical fault. Therefore, there is an urgent demand for LC GPOE possessing multi-stable states to address these issues. Recent studies in Ref. [28, 29] has shown CLC with photoresponsive helical pitch exhibits TITLE GOES HERE: UNOFFICIAL WORD TEMPLATE FOR APS JOURNAL GOES HERE multi-stable configuration, implying the optical response of the material is preserved when the light stimulus is terminated. Thus, photoresponsive CLC is a good candidate for the realization of multi-stable LC GPOE using alloptical control.
Herein, we disclose a method and present an analytical study for the design of light reconfigurable CLC GPOE (LR-CLC-GPOE) with multi-stable diffractive states enabled by photoresponsive helical pitch operating beyond the Bragg regime. Distinctive from conventional LC-GPOE for which the GP profile is solely determined by a specific designed LC orientation in a two-dimensional plane, the proposed device utilizes the reconfiguration of GP by manipulating in a third dimension, helical twist of LC with light stimulus. To characterize the optical response for LR-CLC-GPOE, we have established a rigorous analytical model formulating a closed-form solution to determine the DE of the device. The validity of this peculiar analytical model and the unique stability of this new class of GPOE have been confirmed from the experimental demonstration on the various examples of LR-CLC-GPOE including polarization grating (PG) and geometric phase lens (GPL).
The physics of the LR-CLC-GPOE is elucidated by determining the orientation of the LC director of the device. The LC director n dictates the local average orientation of LC molecules, and can be represented in the vector form   , cos cos cos sin sin [30] , where  and  corresponds to the polar angle and azimuthal angle of the director, respectively. The photo-responsive CLC used for the LR-CLC-GPOE is prepared by mixing a commercial nematic LC TEB300 (99 wt%, from Slichem, China) with a homemade right-handed chiral molecular switch QL55 (molecular structure shown in Fig. 1 . In the absence of light stimulus, the arrangement of CLC mixture is almost unchanged in a relatively long time due to the low concentration of photoresponsive QL55, establishing the fundamental basis of the multi-stable property of the device.
Anticipating the planar alignment on both surfaces will lead to discrete jump of the helical pitch due to strong azimuthal (planar) surface anchoring strength as in Ref. [28, 29] , resulting in the sharp state transition of the optical response, hybrid aligned (HA) boundary condition (BC) is adopted in the design to allow for gradual change of the helical pitch, indicating a continuous and smooth DE modulation of GPOE. The top surface of the design prototype at z d  is deposited with homeotropic aligned polyimide (PI-5661), while the bottom surface at 0 z  comprises of a photo-stable spatial variant alignment layer using sulfonic azo-dye passivated with reactive mesogens (RM). Herein, z is the direction along the cell gap d. The polar and azimuthal anchoring strengths for both alignment materials can be regarded as 'strong' i.e. 4 2 10 / Jm   [31, 32] , thus the LC molecules on the xy surface yields the following BCs
(SM) Sec. 1 for derivation [33] ). Under strong surface anchoring condition, according to Frank-Oseen elastic theory, the free energy f of the LC bulk can be expressed as [34] : 
Here, Φ is the twist angle of the helical system, (x,y) is the spatial alignment orientation, and Q in Eq. (2) is a constant (determine from BCs). The letter subscript 'z', denotes the partial derivatives with respect to z. The expressions in Eq.
(2 and 3) shows the tilt angle θ and twist angle Φ are independent on the x, y directions, which is also illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . This is indeed a simplification of the situation as the spatial alignment coupling will in fact lead to We define this situation as the adiabatic alignment variation (AAV) condition. Nevertheless, the nonlinear coupled differential equations for angles θ and Φ in Eq. (2 and 3) satisfying the specified BCs must be solved numerically.
The optical response of LR-CLC-GPOE can be determined from the numerical solutions of θ and ϕ in Eq. (2 and 3) . Since the relation between the incident TITLE GOES HERE: UNOFFICIAL WORD TEMPLATE FOR APS JOURNAL GOES HERE wavelength and the pitch of the CLC mixture is far from the Bragg reflection regime, the device can be determined using Jones calculus that divides the thickness of the LC bulk into N sublayers. After some algebraic manipulations, the transmitted output wave Fig. 1(c) , from the underlying physics of simultaneous modulation of GP and dynamical phase retardation. Moreover, although the eigenbasis of 0 th order transmitted beam is CP, the helicity of the device fundamentally manifests a Φ dependent phase difference between the 0 th order beam from LHCP and RHCP incident wave or +/-photon SAM. Such phase difference is the source for non-vanishing 2 σ related term (last term) in Eq. (4), implying the polarization state of incident wave and the 0 th order beam are in general different. Thus, the proposed device is fundamentally distinctive from conventional LC-GPOE with unmodulated 0 th order transmitted beam, and dynamical phase retardation modulated DE under applied field [22] [23] [24] .
It is worth mentioning the iterative approach in Eq. (4) is universal, and will converge to the specific analytic form as for the case of conventional LC-GPOE [15] , and CLC-GPOE with planar alignment [27] when the corresponding angles θ, Φ are used. The model is valid provided the AAV condition holds, and the incident wavelength  is beyond Bragg regime. . The thicknesses d of the CLC layers for both devices are 5μm. Indeed, the above design parameters are selected such that aforementioned adiabatic spatial alignment condition is valid. The spatial variant alignment is prepared using the GP hologram optical setup specified in Ref. [15, 18] Fig. 2(a) shows under sufficient UV light dosage, the pitch (P) of the helix is elongated (small total twist angle), and both PG and GPL are in high DE states, where the typical dual beam steering characteristics of PG and the bifocality of GPL subjected to a non-polarized monochromatic incident probe beam at 632.8 nm are confirmed [18] . Indeed, the probe wavelength falls outside the absorption spectral window of the photoresponsive chiral molecular switch QL55, and thus the helical pitch P is almost invariable. The CP or SAM dependence for the devices is verified in Fig. 2(b) , for which the PG diffracts the probe beam to the left/right at an angle of 0.58° as expected from Bragg's law, when a left/right handed circular polarizer (LCP/RCP) is inserted in front of the device, while the letters are magnified/demagnified from the GPL when observed through the LCP/RCP substantiating the focused/defocused property of the lens (refer to SM Sec. 3D [33] for detailed experimental setup). Conversely, under sufficient VIS light dosage, the pitch is contracted, and Fig.  2 (a) and (b) show the diffraction is suppressed giving rise to the diffraction 'off' state. The micrographs in Fig. 2(c) , captured under crossed polarizers, shows the typical polarization interference patterns for PG and GPL as depicted from the spatial alignment profile. Upon VIS irradiation, a greenish birefringent color is observed from PG and GPL micrographs, implying the devices have low DE near 632.8 nm (can be verified from Eq. (4 and 5)). Moreover, fingerprint textures can be observed from the VIS exposed micrograph (refer to SM Sec. 3A for details [33] ). When the devices are subsequently exposed with UV light, the fingerprint texture gradually disappears and a reddish birefringent color is observed, signifying high DE in the red wavelength regime. As a rule of thumb, high DE state 85%  is established when the light reconfigurable GP, denoting the total twist angle Φ N , is less than 50 degrees and the retardation is approximately half wave, while low DE state ( 15%

) is achieved when Φ N is greater than 100 degrees. Upon the stimulation of UV ( UV ≈ 365 nm at 2 mW/cm 2 ) light, the red dots with corresponding error bars in Fig. 2(d) show the measured DEs of PG and GPL smoothly increase over the modulation range of 2.0 % -92.5 % and 4.0 % -90.2 %, respectively (refer to SM Sec. 3B [33] for detailed measurement setup). After maximum DE states are reached, the DEs decrease to the minimum DE states upon subsequent VIS ( VIS = 53210 nm at 5 mW/cm 2 ) irradiation as indicated from the blue dots with corresponding error bars. The simulated results are obtained by considering the helical pitches in Eq. (1) upon the corresponding energy dosages and subsequently calculated by the above-mentioned numerical analysis. This is in good agreement with the experimental results as shown by the green dashed (VIS) and the purple solid (UV) lines in Fig.  2(d) . Note that, in the low DE regime, the measured data are slightly lower than the numerically calculated result which could be attributed to the presence of the fingerprint texture that leads to diffractive noises. Moreover, the
